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Multisubunit RNA polymerases (msRNAPs) exhibit
high sequence and structural homology, especially
within their active sites, which is generally thought
to result in msRNAP functional conservation. How-
ever, we show that mutations in the trigger loop
(TL) in the largest subunit of RNA polymerase I
(Pol I) yield phenotypes unexpected from studies of
Pol II. For example, a well-characterized gain-of-
function mutation in Pol II results in loss of function
in Pol I (Pol II: rpb1- E1103G; Pol I: rpa190-E1224G).
Studies of chimeric Pol II enzymes hosting Pol I or
Pol III TLs suggest that consequences of mutations
that alter TL dynamics are dictated by the greater
enzymatic context and not solely the TL sequence.
Although the rpa190-E1224G mutation diminishes
polymerase activity, when combined with mutations
that perturb Pol I catalysis, it enhances polymerase
function, similar to the analogous Pol II mutation.
These results suggest that Pol I and Pol II have
different rate-limiting steps.
INTRODUCTION
All cells use one or more DNA-dependent RNA polymerases to
transcribe their genomes. Although the subunit composition
varies between polymerases, obvious sequence and structural
homology is preserved in all domains of life (Cramer, 2002).
In each enzyme, the catalytic center is formed between the
two largest subunits, and these subunits exhibit the highest
degree of sequence homology between even highly divergent
species.
Prokaryotic cells utilize a single RNA polymerase for synthesis
of all RNAs; however, eukaryotes have evolved three specialized974 Cell Reports 4, 974–984, September 12, 2013 ª2013 The Authornuclear RNA polymerases: RNA polymerase I (Pol I) transcribes
the ribosomal DNA, and RNA polymerase II (Pol II) transcribes all
protein-coding genes and most loci that encode regulatory
RNAs, whereas RNA polymerase III (Pol III) primarily synthesizes
transfer RNA (tRNA). Of the three nuclear polymerases, Pol II has
been studiedmost extensively, largely due to its diverse portfolio
of target genes and its intimate connection to cell differentiation
and development. Importantly, the other nuclear polymerases
(Pols I and III) account for the vast majority of cellular transcrip-
tion (Warner, 1999), although they have many fewer transcrip-
tional targets.
Transcription of the rDNA by Pol I accounts for more than 60%
of total transcription in growing cells (Warner, 1999). The pre-
ribosomal RNA (rRNA) is co- and posttranscriptionally pro-
cessed into mature rRNA species (18S, 5.8S, and 25S rRNA in
budding yeast) and incorporated into ribosomes. Thus, Pol I
transcription is necessarily robust, processive, and tightly regu-
lated. Cryo-EM analysis of the Pol I structure and its comparison
to Pol II supports high conservation of the active center as pre-
dicted from sequence conservation (Cramer et al., 2008; Kuhn
et al., 2007). Although ribosome biogenesis and thus Pol I tran-
scription are critical to all cells, little is known about the details
of Pol I catalysis.
The catalytic mechanism of transcription is thought to be
very similar or identical among multisubunit RNA polymerases
(msRNAPs) stemming from abundant sequence conservation.
Structural comparisons between bacterial and archaeal RNA
polymerases and Pol II from Saccharomyces cerevisiae (referred
to as ‘‘yeast’’ herein) have identified a very high degree of struc-
tural homology, especially within the active centers. Coordinated
conformational changes in two flexible domains near the active
center, the bridge helix and the trigger loop (TL), are proposed
to drive each round of nucleotide addition (reviewed in Brueck-
ner et al., 2009; Kaplan and Kornberg, 2008; Martinez-Rucobo
and Cramer, 2013). Structural, biochemical, and functional
studies using both prokaryotic RNA polymerases and eukaryotic
Pol II have demonstrated that the involvement of these featuress
Figure 1. Overview of Pol II Trigger Loop
and Conservation among Multisubunit RNA
Polymerases
(A) Schematic of Pol II active site showing TL in
open (yellow, Protein Data Bank ID code [PDB]
1Y1V; Kettenberger et al., 2004) or closed
conformation (magenta). Closed TL structure is
from PDB 2E2H (Wang et al., 2006), and this
structure also contained the GTP substrate
(orange) shown. NIR, nucleotide interacting region.
(B) Multiple sequence alignment of RNA polymer-
ase large subunits from three domains of life.
Eukaryotic Pol I-III polymerase large subunits are
from S. cerevisiae (Sc), Schizosaccharomyces
pombe (Sp), Caenorhabditis elegans (Ce), Arabi-
dopsis thaliana (At), Homo sapiens (Hs), and
Drosophila melanogaster (Dm). Bacterial poly-
merase TL is from the b0 subunit of Thermus
thermophilus (Tt) and archaeal TL is from the A00
from subunit of Methanocaldococcus jannaschii
(Mj). Identical and similar residues are shaded.
Alignment was generated in MUSCLE (Edgar,
2004) and displayed in Jalview 1.0 (Waterhouse
et al., 2009). Schematic below alignment indi-
cates the positions of the N- and C-terminal TL
helices (TLN and TLC), ovals represent the
positions of the hinges, dashed rectangles indicate
the extent of TL helices folding or stabilization
upon reaching the closed conformation, and NIR
is the TL region directly implicated in substrate
interaction.
(C) Surface representation of isolated TL from
closed conformation (PDB 2E2H; Wang et al.,
2006) showing structural arrangement of residues
mutated in various constructs and their positions
within the folded TL. Conserved residues based
on model organism alignment from Figure 1B
(eukaryotic subunits only) are color coded based
on conservation as determined by Jalview using a MUSCLE alignment. Most-conserved residues are orange; least-conserved residues are light blue (scale
as in Figure 1D).
(D) Conservation of TL residues within Pol I, Pol II, and Pol III large subunits. Large subunit alignments were generated from eukaryotic Pol large subunit CDD
entries (Marchler-Bauer et al., 2013) (cd02584-Rpb1, cd02735-Rpa190, and cdk02736-Rpo31) usingMUSCLE and Jalview to generate conservation scores, and
scores were plotted as a heatmap using GENE-E (http://www.broadinstitute.org/cancer/software/GENE-E/). Most conserved residues are in orange, least
conserved are in light blue. Structural figures made using Pymol v.0.99 (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Schro¨dinger).
See also Tables S4 and S5.in catalysis is conserved across all domains of life (Tan et al.,
2008; Vassylyev et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2006).
The TL is a small flexible domain in the largest subunit of
msRNAPs that plays a critical role in nucleotide addition. The
TL has been observed in a number of conformations from
unfolded (‘‘open’’) to folded (‘‘closed’’) that are proposed to pro-
mote incorporation of the matched nucleoside triphosphate
(NTP) and govern translocation (Figure 1A; Bar-Nahum et al.,
2005; Kaplan, 2010; Kaplan et al., 2008; Larson et al., 2012;
Martinez-Rucobo and Cramer, 2013; Yuzenkova et al., 2010).
Additional studies have shown that alternative intermediate con-
formations of the TL may contribute to pausing or arrest of elon-
gation complexes (Nayak et al., 2013; Toulokhonov et al., 2007;
Zhang et al., 2010a). The dynamic interaction between the TL
and other domains within the active center is an area of intense
study due to its direct implications for gene expression and regu-
lation thereof (reviewed in Landick, 2009). Although structural
and biochemical studies have revealed important roles for theCelTL in transcription elongation, there is much to learn about the
precise mechanism by which this conserved domain of the poly-
merase functions.
Point mutations in the TL lead to a wide range of phenotypes
including increased or decreased RNA polymerization rates,
suppressed or enhanced pausing, enhanced or decreased for-
ward translocation, increased backtracking, and altered tran-
scriptional fidelity (Bar-Nahum et al., 2005; Kaplan et al., 2008;
Kireeva et al., 2008; Larson et al., 2012; Tan et al., 2008; Yuzen-
kova et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010a). In yeast Pol II, a large
collection of mutations in and around the TL have been
described (Kaplan et al., 2012; Kireeva et al., 2012). Character-
ization of the effects of thesemutations on Pol II enzymatic prop-
erties has enhanced our understanding of Pol II transcription and
models for its mechanism.
One of the best-characterized mutations affecting Pol II TL
function is rpb1-E1103G. The rpb1-E1103G allele results in a
‘‘hyperactive,’’ or gain-of-function, phenotype (Kaplan et al.,l Reports 4, 974–984, September 12, 2013 ª2013 The Authors 975
Table 1. Phenotypic Comparison of Point Mutations in RPA190
and RPB1 TLs





Rate (% of WT)
N1082S LOF N1203S lethal
F1084H GOF F1205H 63 ± 7
H1085Y LOF H1206Y lethal
H1085Q LOF H1206Q 64 ± 13
F1086S LOF F1207S 100 ± 6; cs
G1097D GOF G1218D lethal
L1101S GOF L1222S 59 ± 2
E1103G GOF E1224G 89 ± 6; cs
Table comparing phenotypes of the corresponding TL mutants in Pol I
(this study) and Pol II (Kaplan et al., 2012). Mean relative growth rates
measured in liquid YEPDmedia at 30C for the Pol I mutants are averaged
from at least three independent experiments, each performed in dupli-
cate, with the ±SD value indicated. ‘‘cs’’ stands for cold sensitivity
observed at 23C and 18C. GOF and LOF are abbreviation for gain-
and loss-of-function phenotypes of Pol II mutants as established in
(Kaplan et al., 2012).2008, 2012; Kireeva et al., 2008; Malagon et al., 2006). The highly
conserved E1103 residue is located within base helix C of the TL
but distal to the active site and does not make direct contact with
substrates (Wang et al., 2006). E1103G mutant polymerases
have increased polymerization activity and elevated misincorpo-
ration rates. The E1103G mutation promotes active site closure
by stabilization of the substrate-interacting ‘‘closed’’ state of
the TL (Kireeva et al., 2008). Stabilization of this state is pre-
sumed to lead to the observed enhancement of catalysis and
misincorporation. The TL must open to release pyrophosphate
subsequent to catalysis, and it is thought that TL opening may
also be required for translocation (Brueckner et al., 2009; Da
et al., 2012; Erie andKennedy, 2009; Larson et al., 2012). Consis-
tent with such a model, single-molecule analyses of rpb1-
E1103G Pol II show increased rate of nucleotide addition but
impaired translocation (Larson et al., 2012). Therefore, E1103
substitution affects multiple steps during transcription, but,
because catalysis is normally limiting for Pol II, the net effect of
E1103G is an increased elongation rate. Examination of the
structural consequences of E1103G suggests that it disrupts
an important interdomain contact leading to increased flexibility
of the TL or destabilization of the open state (Kaplan et al., 2008,
2012; Kireeva et al., 2008, 2012). Molecular dynamics simula-
tions, using the Thermus thermophilus RNAP structure, support
the interpretation that mutation of this conserved acidic residue
affects TL mobility (Kireeva et al., 2012). In agreement, substitu-
tions in amino acids nearby the conserved glutamate also result
in hyperactive enzymes in bacteria and archaea (Bar-Nahum
et al., 2005; Tan et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010a).
Based on the TL’s structural and functional conservation, we
anticipated functional identity (or at least similarity) between
the TLs of yeast Pols I and II. To test this hypothesis, we made
a series of mutations in the Pol I TL and compared the pheno-
types to analogous mutations in RPB1 of Pol II. From these976 Cell Reports 4, 974–984, September 12, 2013 ª2013 The Authormutations, it was clear that Pol I is less tolerant to mutation of
the TL than Pol II. Of the viable mutant strains, we chose to
further characterize two alleles analogous to those that resulted
in gain-of-function phenotypes for Pol II. To our surprise, both
mutations (rpa190-E1224G in base helix C and rpa190-F1205H
in the nucleotide interacting region of the TL) reduced the elon-
gation rate of Pol I. Using a set of chimeric alleles of rpb1 (Pol
II), fusing TLs of either Pol I or Pol III into Rpb1, we demonstrate
that the divergent functions of the TL residues are not an obliga-
tory feature of the loop sequence, but rather a consequence of
the protein context of the RNA polymerase. Furthermore, we
show that rpa190-E1224G suppresses phenotypic defects of
other rpa190 alleles predicted to alter catalysis, suggesting
that impaired transcription elongation by rpa190-E1224G is
also context dependent. These data are consistent with a model
in which different steps in transcription elongation are rate
limiting for Pol I compared to Pol II. These results demonstrate
that assumption of strict conservation of function between
msRNAPs can be problematic and that each RNA polymerase
system must be carefully scrutinized in its own right.
RESULTS
Pol I Is Less Tolerant to TL Mutations Than Pol II In Vivo
The TL is conserved across all three domains of life (Figures 1B–
1D). To characterize the degree to which TL function is
conserved between RNA polymerases, we conducted a muta-
tional analysis of the Pol I TL. We constructed eight substitutions
in the TL-encoding region of RPA190. These substitutions were
located in the substrate proximal, nucleotide interacting region
(NIR) as well as in the hinge region of base helix C (TLC) (Fig-
ure 1C). Eachmutation was analogous to a previously character-
ized, viable allele of RPB1. Unlike in Pol II, three of these
mutations in RPA190 were lethal (superscript indicates position
in Rpb1: H1206YH1085Y, N1203SN1082S, and G1218DG1097D), as
assessed by plasmid shuffle and tetrad analysis (Table 1 and
data not shown). Of the five mutations that supported growth,
three mutant strains exhibited severe growth defects relative to
WT (F1205HF1084H, H1206QH1085Q, and L1222SL1101S; Table 1).
Both F1207SF1086S and E1224GE1103G exhibited minor growth
defects compared to the WT strain under optimal conditions
and manifested mild cold sensitivity. To determine if mutations
in the Pol I TL resulted in effects mechanistically similar to those
observed for Pol II, we focused subsequent analyses on twomu-
tations that were gain of function for Pol II: F1205H and E1224G.
F1205H and E1224G Mutations in the Pol I TL Result in
Reduced Elongation Rates
If TL functions in catalysis and translocation by Pol I were similar
or identical to that of the Pol II TL, we would predict that muta-
tions in identical residues of the TL would result in similar effects
on transcription. To test this hypothesis, we expressed and
purified WT, A190-F1205H, or A190-E1224G Pol I enzymes
from yeast (see Experimental Procedures). Initially, wemeasured
enzyme activity using an in vitro multiround transcription
assay (Bedwell et al., 2012; Keener et al., 1998). In principle,
this assay can detect mutation-dependent effects on a variety
of steps in the transcription cycle (initiation, promoter escape,s
Figure 2. The F1205H and E1224G Polymerases Have Decreased Transcription Elongation Rates In Vitro
(A) Transcription elongation assays were performed for WT and E1224G Pol I using 200 mM ATP, UTP, CTP, and 20 mM GTP (and 10 mCi a-32P GTP). The
32P-labeled transcripts were separated by gel-electrophoresis and visualized using phosphorimaging. Runoff product accumulation was quantified using
ImageQuant software and plotted versus time. The transcription elongation rates for the mutant and WT polymerases were approximated from the lag time
required for maximal runoff product accumulation and the length of the runoff product (745 nt).
(B) Transcription elongation assay for WT and F1205H Pol I enzymes performed as in (A).
(C) Transcription elongation assays for WT and E1224G Pol I were performed as for (A), but with low NTP concentrations (20 mMATP, UTP, CTP, 2 mMGTP). The
positions of the synchronized complexes at +56 (prior to CTP addition), the runoff product and the sequence-specific pauses are indicated.
(D) Signal intensity for one of the major pause sites (labeled with an asterisk, C) was quantified using Image Quant software and plotted versus time. The data
shown are representative experiments. Each assay was performed at least three independent times. Quantification of pause intensity from (C) is presented in
Figure S2.
See also Figures S1 and S2 and Tables S4 and S5.or elongation). We observed only minor differences in the activity
of the mutant enzymes compared to WT Pol I (Figure S1). Thus,
the mutant enzymes were active but not obviously hyperactive
relative to WT.
Because the in vitro multiround assay is not sensitive to
modest changes in transcription elongation rate, we performed
single-round transcription elongation assays (Schneider, 2012).CelWe determined that at 200 mM NTPs the WT elongation rate
was 18–20 nt/s, whereas the elongation rates of both mutant
enzymes were slower (F1205H = 8 nt/s and E1224G = 12
nt/s; Figures 2A and 2B). Neither mutation in Pol I resulted in
hyperactivity; rather, both mutant enzymes were impaired for
transcription elongation in vitro, contrary to observations for
analogous Pol II mutations.l Reports 4, 974–984, September 12, 2013 ª2013 The Authors 977
Figure 3. EM Analysis of Miller Chromatin
Spreads Confirms an Elongation Defect in
rpa190-E1224G Pol I
(A) Electron micrographs showing examples of
single, active rDNA genes from WT and rpa190-
E1224G strains. Gene regions displaying cleaved
transcripts are marked on the micrographs with
arrowed brackets. The inset schematic illustrates
the characteristic cotranscriptional cleavage pat-
terns that correlate with either normal (top) or
reduced transcription elongation rate by Pol I. The
‘‘double-gradient’’ pattern (bottom schematic)
was seen in 92% of 132 rDNA genes in the mutant
strain, but in less than 1% of 197 WT genes.
(B) Multiple rDNA repeats from WT and mutant
cells were analyzed, and from these counts the
average number of polymerases per gene and the
percentage of actively transcribed genes were
determined. The value ‘‘n’’ reports the number of
genes analyzed for each analysis (and within
each strain). The SD observed for ‘‘pols/gene’’ is
indicated.
See also Figure S3 and Tables S1, S2, S4, and S5.A190-E1224G Polymerase Demonstrates Enhanced
Pausing In Vitro
Because the rpb1-E1103G mutation is the best-characterized
mutation of the Pol II TL, we extended our comparison, focusing
on the analogous mutation in Pol I, rpa190-E1224G. In addition
to increased overall elongation rate, the Rpb1-E1103G Pol II
mutant enzyme showed decreased pausing in vitro (Kireeva
et al., 2008; Malagon et al., 2006). To measure pause tendency
for the WT and mutant Pol I, we used lower NTP concentrations
in order to favor pausing. We observed that both WT and mutant
Pol I paused at the same sites on the rDNA template. Remark-
ably, the magnitude and duration of these pauses were signifi-
cantly increased in the A190-E1224G mutant compared to WT
(Figures 2C, 2D, and S2). Consistent with assays performed in
high NTP concentrations, the net elongation rate of the mutant
was also slower than WT when NTP concentration was limiting.
Thus, unlike E1103G Pol II, the analogous mutation in Pol I
increased pausing rather than decreasing it. The observation of
enhanced pausing, though in contrast to Pol II data for the
same mutation (Malagon et al., 2006), supports a model that
the TL plays a role in pause entry and escape (Nayak et al.,
2013; Toulokhonov et al., 2007; Weixlbaumer et al., 2013).
Pol I Is Not Hyperactive in the rpa190-E1224G Strain
To test whether our observations in vitro were valid in vivo, we
performed a series of analyses. We observed no increase in
rRNA synthesis in the E1224G strain relative to WT (Table S1),
and we confirmed that any potential overexpression of rRNA978 Cell Reports 4, 974–984, September 12, 2013 ª2013 The Authorswas not masked by alteration of the
rDNA copy number, altered processing
of the pre-rRNA, decreased transcription
initiation by Pol I, or exosome-dependent
decay of rRNA (Figure S3; Table S2).
Thus, the mutant allele does not result
in hyperactive Pol I in vivo.To directly assess the effects of the E1224G mutation on
Pol I activity in vivo, we used single-molecule analysis of tran-
scription by electron microscopy of Miller chromatin spreads.
From the Miller spreads, we observed no large defects in poly-
merase density per gene or any change in the percentage of
actively transcribed genes (Figure 3). These data suggest that
transcription initiation is not defective for the mutant enzyme.
Because this approach results in static images, one cannot
directly assess changes in transcription elongation rate; how-
ever, analysis of the individual genes and nascent transcripts
yielded insights into the enzymes’ elongation properties in vivo.
Multiple previous studies using Miller chromatin spreading
have identified features of active rRNA genes that are charac-
teristic of moderately impaired elongation rate (e.g., after myco-
phenolic acid [MPA] treatment or in topoisomerase mutants;
French et al., 2011). When compared to rDNA repeats in WT
cells, cotranscriptional processing of the rRNA occurs on a
greater percentage of nascent rRNA transcripts in the mutant
and at a position in which the polymerase is located closer
to the 50 end of the gene, resulting in a distinctive ‘‘double
gradient’’ of transcript length. This appearance is interpreted
to reflect RNA processing continuing at its normal rate, whereas
polymerase elongation rate is reduced. These characteristics
were readily observed in the great majority of genes in
rpa190-E1224G Miller spreads but were rarely observed in
control genes (Figure 3). Thus, rpa190-E1224G has in vivo
consequences for Pol I transcription consistent with reduced
elongation rate.
Table 2. Genetic Interactions between rpa190-E1224G and
Mutations that Influence RNA Polymerase I Transcription
Suggest a Role for E1224 in Transcription Elongation
Function in rRNA Synthesis Allele Tested
Genetic Interaction
with rpa190-E1224G
Pol I subunits involved in
transcription elongation
rpa12D lethal
rpa49D synergistic slow, ts
rpa135-D784G synergistic slow









rRNA quality control trf4D additive slow
rrp6D additive slow
rRNA, ribosomal RNA; Pol I, RNA polymerase I; ts, temperature-sensitive.Genetic Interactions between rpa190-E1224G and Pol I
Elongation Factors
As shown in Table 2, we tested the rpa190-E1224G allele for
genetic interactions with mutations in several genes encoding
Pol I subunits (rpa49D, rpa135-D784G, rpa12D), as well as
factors involved in Pol I transcription initiation (uaf30D, rrn3-
S213P), elongation (spt4D, spt5[1-797], paf1D), and rRNA quality
control (trf4D, rrp6D). We observed synthetic lethality between
rpa190-E1224G and rpa12Dmutations. This result is particularly
interesting, because neither rpa190-E1224G nor rpa12D single
mutations affect the growth rate dramatically under permissive
conditions (Table 1; Nogi et al., 1993). The RPA12 gene encodes
the A12.2 subunit of Pol I and is involved in polymerase assembly
and intrinsic transcript cleavage (Kuhn et al., 2007; Nogi et al.,
1993). This result is analogous to synthetic lethality between
rpb1-E1103G and the Pol II cleavage factor deletion dst1D
(Malagon et al., 2006). Furthermore, we observed that the
rpa190-E1224Gmutation genetically interacted with three addi-
tional alleles: rpa49D, rpa135-D784G, and paf1D. All three of
these mutations have been shown to impair Pol I transcription
elongation (Kuhn et al., 2007; Schneider et al., 2007; Zhang
et al., 2010b). If rpa190-E1224G were hyperactive, one might
expect suppression of these elongation defective alleles based
on behavior of rpb1-E1103G (Kaplan et al., 2012). However,
we observed synergistic growth defects in the double mutants.
These data support a model that E1224G substitution impairs
Pol I transcription elongation and sensitizes cells to defects in
other factors that promote Pol I elongation.
Context-Dependent Functions of Pol I TL Residues
Revealed by Chimeric RPB1-RPA190 Alleles
To explain how identical mutations in related polymerases yield
divergent outcomes, we can envision several models. These
models fall into two general categories. First, subtle substitutions
within the TL sequence may alter the responsiveness of the
domain to mutations in conserved residues. In this model, the
role of Pol II E1103 or analogous residues in the Pol I or Pol III
TLs would depend on the TL sequence in which it were placed.CelSecond, amino acids outside of the TL differentially interact with
the TL, altering the functional consequence of mutations in
conserved residues, such as E1103G.
To distinguish between thesemodels, we constructed a series
of rpb1 chimeric alleles, in which the TL domain from Pol II was
substituted with the corresponding sequences from either Pol I
or Pol III. We also included E1103G-substituted versions to
measure its effect on different TL sequences in the Pol II context
(Figure 4A). Expression levels of chimeric Pol II enzymes were
measured for additional control (see Experimental Procedures;
Figures S4A–S4D). Almost all of the chimeric rpb1 alleles sup-
ported growth, confirming functional conservation of the TL
among the three RNA polymerases. The only allele that did not
grow was rpb1-TL1X, which carried the largest portion of the
Pol I domain inserted into RPB1. Consistent with this observa-
tion, a shorter Pol I TL chimera (termed rpb1-TL1) exhibited a
severe growth defect relative to the WT RPB1 allele (Figure 4B).
The Pol III TL did not dramatically affect growth of the strain (Fig-
ures 4A and 4B).
Growth defects caused by the rpb1-TL1 allele were partially
rescued by E1103G substitution. We additionally observed sup-
pression of rpb1-TL1X lethality by E1103G substitution (Fig-
ure 4B). These results suggest that defects in rpb1-TL1 and
E1103G counteract each other, similar to native rpb1 gain-of-
function (like E1103G) and loss-of-function alleles within the
Pol II TL (Kaplan et al., 2012). To demonstrate that the E1103G
mutation functions as a gain-of-function allele, irrespective of
the TL sequence, it was important to test whether the TL1 chi-
meras behaved as gain-of-function or loss-of-functionmutations
in Pol II.
We used several established in vivo assays to determine
whether the chimeric constructs induced loss- or gain-of-func-
tion phenotypes in Pol II. We found that rpb1-TL1 indeed
conferred loss-of-function phenotypes, and these were partially
suppressed in rpb1-TL1 E1103G, consistent with suppression of
growth defects noted above (Figure 4C). Previously, we have
shown that Pol II TL loss-of-function alleles manifest WT pheno-
types for Spt-reporter assays (Spt+) and relative resistance to
MPA (MPAr) but confer suppression of the gal10D56 mutation
(e.g., rpb1-N479S in Figure 4C; Kaplan et al., 2008, 2012). Oppo-
site phenotypes (strong Spt, MPAs but no strong suppression
of gal10D56 outside of rpb1-G1097D) are common to known
Pol II gain-of-function mutants, including the hyperactive rpb1-
E1103G strain (Figure 4C; Kaplan et al., 2008, 2012). We
observed that the rpb1-TL1 chimeric mutant manifested pheno-
types similar to known Pol II loss-of function TL alleles (strong
suppression of gal10D56, Spt+, and MPAr, Figure 4C). Thus,
rpb1-TL1 impairs Pol II transcription in vivo; however, the growth
defects of rpb1-TL1 were rescued by the E1103G substitution,
suggesting that this mutation acts as a gain-of-function in the
chimera irrespective of TL sequence.
To further test this conclusion, we examined genetic interac-
tions with a known Pol II loss-of-function allele, rpb1-N479S,
to probe rpb1-TL1 and rpb1-TL1/E1103G phenotypes. We
observed lethality for the combination of rpb1-N479S with
rpb1-TL1. Furthermore, the genetic suppression that E1103G
conferred on rpb1-TL1 was lost in combination with rpb1-
N479S (Figures 4B and 4C). All of these data are consistentl Reports 4, 974–984, September 12, 2013 ª2013 The Authors 979
Figure 4. Chimeric Alleles of RPB1 Support the Model that Sequences in the Pol I Trigger Loop Impair Pol II Function
(A) Summary of chimeric RPB1 alleles used in this study showing amino acid sequence of TL region for each.
(B) Plasmid shuffle results measuring complementation ability of individual rpb1 alleles. Growth in the presence of 5-FOA indicates proficiency for loss of the
RPB1 URA3 plasmid and the resulting growth of chimeric alleles as the sole source of Rpb1. Cells were grown 30C and images for 1 or 5 days growth are shown.
(C) Ten-fold dilutions of cultured viable strains were plated on indicated growth media. Phenotypes were assessed as follows: growth on YEP with raffinose and
galactose as carbon sources (YPRafGal), compared to YEPwith raffinose alone (YPRaf), was scored as suppression of galactose toxicity conferred by gal10D56.
Mycophenolic acid (MPA) sensitivity was scored by comparison of growth in SC-Leu to that on SC-Leu +MPA (20 mg/ml). To assess the Spt phenotype, cells
expressing the chimeric alleles of RPB1, all of which also contained the Spt-reporter allele lys2-128d, were plated on SC-Lys medium. Cells with the Spt
phenotype will grow in the absence of lysine, whereas Spt+ cells (wild-type phenotype) will not. Time of growth on each medium were generally based on time
required for reasonably sized individual wild-type colonies to be observed (for media probing growth defects) or for suppressive phenotypes to be discerned (for
media where wild-type cells do not grow).
See also Tables S3, S4, and S5 and Figure S4.with E1103G acting as a gain-of-function mutation in Pol I/Pol II
chimeric alleles, just as it does in a fully Pol II context.
We repeated these assays using constructs that carried Pol III/
Pol II chimeric alleles (Figure 4A). We observed little, if any, effect
of the Pol III trigger loop on growth phenotype on rich medium,
though there is a slight growth defect in our plasmid shuffle
assay (Figure 4B). E1103G did not confer strong phenotypes to
rpb1-TL3 except increased suppression of gal10D56. We note
that combination of N479S and E1103G in the rpb1-TL3 context
showed a mild enhancement of growth defect and of gal10D56
suppression. This result is in contrast to the behavior of
E1103G in RPB1 or rpb1-TL1/TL1X backgrounds where they
counteract/suppress each other, underscoring the conclusion
that the TL makes multiple complex interactions within and
outside of the domain. The results gathered from the chimeric
rpb1 alleles are summarized in Table S3. Altogether, these
data suggest that the influence of amino acid substitutions on980 Cell Reports 4, 974–984, September 12, 2013 ª2013 The Authortrigger loop function is context dependent and not strictly reliant
on the sequence of the TL itself.
One likely site of interaction that could directly influence TL
mobility is the bridge helix (BH). The TL is directly adjacent to
BH residues and the mobility of both domains has been pro-
posed to be critical for the RNA polymerase nucleotide addition
cycle. To test this hypothesis, we constructed chimeric alleles of
RPB1 that carried both the Pol I TL and BH. First, we found that
Pol II could functionally host Pol I bridge helix constructs (Figures
S4E–S4G). Phenotypic analysis suggested that rpb1-BH1
constructs might be loss-of-function for Pol II. However, rather
than suppressing growth defects of rpb1-TL1 constructs,
rpb1-BH1 domains exacerbated growth defects of rpb1-TL1
constructs, consistent with their single mutant phenotypes, but
inconsistent with mutual suppression as might be expected if
each Pol I domain increased compatibility for the other within
the Pol II context. Thus, the bridge helix does not appear to bes
Table 3. Intramolecular Genetic Interactions with rpa190-
E1224G
rpa190 Alleles
% of WT Growth
Rate ±1 SD Observed Genetic Interactions
N1203S inviable double mutant is viable;
E1224G rescues lethality
of N1203S
N1203S/E1224G 64 ± 7
H1206Q 64 ± 13 E1224G rescues growth
rate of H1206QH1206Q/E1224G 85 ± 3
F1207S 100 ± 6 E1224G does not significantly
affect growth of F1207S at
30C; it rescues cold sensitivity
of F1207S but leads to ts
phenotype of the double
mutant (at 37C)
F1207S/E1224G 88 ± 6
L1222S 59 ± 2 double-mutant lethality
L1222S/E1224G inviable
WT, wild-type; ts, temperature-sensitive.the sole mediator of the observed incompatibility of the Pol I TL
in Pol II.
Intramolecular Genetic Interactions within Pol I TL
Convert E1224G from a Loss-of-Function to a Gain-of-
Function Mutation
The results above suggested that Pol I TL function is influenced
by its enzymatic context and not solely its internal sequence.
Furthermore, the data are consistent with the model that a
glycine at position 1103/1224 likely has similar effects on TL
dynamics regardless of TL sequence. These findings led to the
hypothesis that the E1224G mutation in Pol I affects the TL just
as the E1103G mutation affects Pol II, but with functionally
distinct outcomes. We propose these different outcomes reflect
different rate-limiting steps for Pol I and Pol II. It was shown pre-
viously that the E1103G mutation improves nucleotide addition
by Pol II, but impairs the translocation step in the nucleotide
addition cycle (Larson et al., 2012). Because nucleotide addition
is apparently rate limiting for Pol II, rpb1-E1103G results in a
gain-of-function phenotype. If the rate-limiting step for Pol I tran-
scription elongation were translocation rather than catalysis, one
would expect the rpa190-E1224G mutation to impair transcrip-
tion elongation. To test this hypothesis, we constructed a series
of intramolecular rpa190 double mutants to assess rpa190-
E1224G context-specific behavior in Pol I.
Our analysis is based on the observations that Pol II E1103G
substitution shows extensive intramolecular genetic relation-
ships with substitutions in other Pol II residues, both inside and
outside of the TL. These relationships support a general model
that increased TL dynamics can compensate for loss-of-function
mutations, while exacerbating other hyperactive mutations (Ka-
plan et al., 2012). We combined several of our originally selected
substitutions (Table 1) with E1224G to potentially gain insight into
their effects on Pol I transcription. When combined with muta-
tions that are expected to impair catalysis (N1203SN1082S,
H1206QH1085Q, F1207SF1086S), the E1224G mutation in Pol I
rescued growth defects (Table 3), resulting in a gain-of-function
rather than loss-of-function. Also in agreement with Pol II data,Celcombination of the E1224G mutation with another mutation in
the hinge (L1222SL1101S) was lethal. These data are consistent
with the hypothesis that the primary effects of the rpa190-
E1224G mutation on TL motion are similar between Pols I and
II; however, the steps in transcription that are rate limiting may
differ between the two enzymes leading to distinct transcrip-
tional outcomes.
DISCUSSION
TL Function Is Not Identical between Pol I and Pol II
Most studies of cellular RNA polymerases have focused on Pol II
and bacterial RNAP. In this study, we constructed a collection of
mutations in the TL region of the largest subunit of Pol I that had
been previously characterized in analogous residues in the TL
region of Pol II. Using both biochemical and simple phenotypic
analyses, we observed substantial differences in the effects of
the mutations in Pol I versus Pol II. To learn more about the
root of these observed differences, we focused our analysis on
comparisons with the well-characterized, hyperactive rpb1-
E1103G mutation in Pol II. In contrast to expectations, the
analogous rpa190-E1224G mutation in Pol I led to impaired
transcription elongation and loss of function.
There is a general assumption that functional datameasured in
one RNA polymerase system are applicable to most or all other
related RNA polymerases. This expectation initially took hold
when seminal studies of sequence conservation between diver-
gent RNA polymerases were published (Allison et al., 1985).
Based on sequence and subsequent structural data, it has
become widely accepted that functional studies of polymerase
catalysis can be broadly applied (e.g., Jennebach et al., 2012;
Maoile´idigh et al., 2011). Our genetic and biochemical data indi-
cate that even minor differences in local protein sequence or
structure within RNA polymerase active centers can lead to sub-
stantially different functional consequences for otherwise iden-
tical perturbations, and we propose that these differences
extend to the rate-limiting steps in Pol I and Pol II transcription.
Potential Models to Explain the Different Effects of
Mutations in the Trigger Loop
Our results are consistent with the model that the TLs in Pol I and
Pol II (and Pol III) have dynamics similarly influenced by E1103G
and analogous residues, but minor differences in the rates of in-
dividual steps in the nucleotide addition cycle by the enzymes
render each enzyme differentially sensitive to the mutation. Crit-
ically, rpb1-E1103G has been shown to alter both catalysis and
translocation, with its net increase in transcription rate coming
from effects on catalysis (Larson et al., 2012). Despite an
increased transcription rate, E1103G is defective for transloca-
tion. This result has been explained by E1103G stabilizing the
active site in the closed conformation, as inferred biochemically
(Kireeva et al., 2008). The closed conformation should promote
catalysis but has also been proposed to inhibit translocation
(Feig and Burton, 2010; Larson et al., 2012). According to this
interpretation, the E1224G substitution in Pol I would alter Pol I
TL dynamics, just as E1103G does in Pol II, but, if translocation
weremore limiting for Pol I than catalysis, the end result would be
a slower enzyme. According to this model, any positive effects ofl Reports 4, 974–984, September 12, 2013 ª2013 The Authors 981
rpa190-E1224G on catalysis would be outweighed by negative
effects on translocation.
Upon closure of the TL, an almost identical sequence of nucle-
otide-interacting residues should be positioned for interactions
with substrates for Pol I or Pol II. Differences in behavior of
identical substitutions between the enzymes thus are quite
perplexing. For example, the conserved phenylalanine in the
nucleotide-interacting region of the trigger loop (position 1205
in A190; 1084 in Rpb1) would occupy the catalytic center when
the trigger loop is closed. We observed opposite effects of
mutations at this position in Pol I versus Pol II. It has been shown
previously that position 1084 is sensitive to conditional epistasis
in Pol II, as double-mutant analysis indicated that gain-of-
function characteristics of a similar substitution (F1084I) are
not maintained in certain double-mutant configurations (Kaplan
et al., 2012). Residues proximal to F1084 control its gain-of-
function or loss-of-function behavior. Consistent with the
epistasis studies performed within Pol II, it is likely that minor
differences in conformation between the active sites of Pol I
and Pol II naturally create distinct enzymatic features that facili-
tate evolution of specialized metabolic roles.
Unique Enzymatic Features Suit Distinct Cellular Roles
Why would divergent enzymatic features evolve in closely
related enzymes? The answer to this question may lie in the
unique cellular roles for the RNA polymerases. Unlike most
genes transcribed by Pol II, the transcription initiation rate is
very high at the rDNA promoter. As a result, the space between
transcribing Pol I complexes is small (e.g., Figure 3). This high
polymerase density at the rDNA has several important conse-
quences, two of which are highlighted by the mutational ana-
lyses performed here.
First, even transient perturbation of transcription elongation
could induce potentially catastrophic ‘‘traffic jams’’ on the
rDNA. Perhaps Pol I has evolved efficient chemical properties
to avoid such catastrophic events. Consistent with this hypothe-
sis, the rpa190-F1205H mutation was dominant (data not
shown) and caused a much greater growth defect than the
rpa190-E1224G allele (Table 1). We previously characterized a
mutation in RPA135 that also reduced transcription elongation
rate by impairing nucleotide addition, and like rpa190-F1205H,
rpa135(D784G) mutant growth was poor (Schneider, et al.,
2007). Almost exactly like the rpa135 mutant, rpa190-F1205H
mutants exhibit a series of defects both in transcription and
rRNA processing (Figure 2 and data not shown).
Second, Gadal and colleagues proposed that high polymer-
ase density favors Pol I transcription elongation (in essence, trail-
ing Pol I complexes might ‘‘push’’ the neighboring polymerase;
Albert et al., 2011). Trailing polymerases have been observed
to promote elongation by leading polymerases in a number of
contexts (Epshtein et al., 2003; Saeki and Svejstrup, 2009).
Based on these studies, polymerase clustering would hypothet-
ically suppress defects in Pol I translocation in vivo, explaining
the observed in vivo tolerance of E1224G.
Misincorporation by RNA Polymerase I
Another well-characterized effect of the rpb1-E1103G mutation
involves transcriptional fidelity. The E1103G substitution in982 Cell Reports 4, 974–984, September 12, 2013 ª2013 The AuthorRpb1 increases the rate of incorporation of noncognate sub-
strates in vivo and in vitro (Kaplan et al., 2008; Kireeva et al.,
2008). In vitro, we detected no misincorporation with WT or
E1224G mutant Pol I under a variety of experimental conditions.
Fidelity mechanisms of RNAPs include substrate selectivity and
removal of themisincorporated NTP during proofreading (Sydow
and Cramer, 2009). The Cramer lab showed that Pol I has strong
intrinsic cleavage activity, unlike Pol II (Kuhn et al., 2007). We
suspect that proofreading by Pol I is too efficient to permit detec-
tion of misincorporation in vitro. This interpretation is consistent
with previous studies using RNA polymerase III, which also pos-
sesses intrinsic cleavage capabilities and failed to misincorpo-
rate in vitro (Alic et al., 2007).
The A12 subunit is the Pol I homolog of TFIIS (the gene product
of DST1). Cotranscriptional cleavage of the nascent transcript
during proofreading requires the A12 subunit of Pol I (Kuhn
et al., 2007). We observed a synthetic lethal interaction between
rpa190-E1224G and rpa12D. This interaction is consistent with
the observation that rpb1-E1103G is lethal when combined with
dst1D. TFIIS is known to influence fidelity of transcription by Pol
II (Koyama et al., 2007); thus, elevated misincorporation by the
rpb1-E1103G polymerasemight renderDST1 essential. A similar
model might be possible for Pol I, if the rpa190-E1224Gmutation
results in increasedmisincorporation in vivo. However, unlike the
E1103G mutation in Pol II, the rpa190-E1224G enzyme is more
prone to pausing (Figures 2C and 2D). If these pauses result in
a significant amount of backtracking, A12 would be required for
clearance of the resulting arrested complexes; therefore, genet-
ically analogous observations (E1103G/E1224G-cleavage factor
genetic interactions) could have distinct underlying molecular
mechanisms. One or both of these models could explain the
lethality observed for the rpa190-E1224G rpa12D doublemutant.
Growing List of Differences between Pol I and Pol II
Despite the high degree of similarity between nuclear RNA poly-
merases, there is a growing list of functional differences between
Pols I and II. Recent evidence has shown that three peripheral
subunits of Pol I (A12.2, A34.5, and A49) are structural equiva-
lents to trans-acting factors for Pol II (TFIIS, TFIIE, and TFIIF)
(Geiger et al., 2010; Jennebach et al., 2012; Kuhn et al., 2007).
Early studies showed that the nuclear polymerases exhibited dif-
ferential sensitivities to buffer conditions and inhibitors (Roeder
and Rutter, 1969). However, most of the highlighted differences
between the polymerases were attributed to peripheral subunits
or trans-acting factors, whereas the core enzymes were consid-
ered to be less diverged (Cramer et al., 2008).
Our study suggests that the list of differences between Pol I
and Pol II can now extend into the most conserved domains of
the enzymes—the active center. Despite high sequence identity,
corresponding mutations in the TL have different consequences
for the activity of related enzymes. The data presented here are
consistent with the model that different steps in transcription
elongation may be rate limiting for RNA polymerases I and II. It
is probable that the functional differences that exist between
the nuclear RNA polymerases are critical for their unique,
specialized cellular roles. Continued characterization of these
differences will lead to a better understanding of eukaryotic
RNA metabolism and its regulation.s
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Yeast Strains, Plasmids, Media, and Growth Conditions
Yeast strains and plasmids used in the study are listed in Tables S4 and S5.
Standard techniques were used for growth and manipulation of yeast (Long-
tine et al., 1998; Sherman et al., 1986). Media used for analysis of TL swap
variants were described previously (Kaplan et al., 2012).
Phenotypic Analysis of the Pol I TL Mutants
Viability of the rpa190 TLmutants was assessed by recovery of the segregants
in tetrad dissection of the diploid RPA190/rpa190D::HIS3Mx6 strain bearing
respective rpa190 alleles on a centromeric plasmid. Additionally, survival for
all of the rpa190 mutants, except E1224G and F1205H, was confirmed by
5-fluoroorotic acid resistance in the standard ‘‘plasmid shuffling’’ technique
(Sikorski and Boeke, 1991). The growth rates of the viable mutants were calcu-
lated using the GrowthCurve software (N. Rovinskiy, University of Alabama at
Birmingham). Phenotypes were carefully analyzed under various conditions:
30C, 23C, 18C, 37C. The rpa190-E1224G and rpa190-F1205H mutants
were additionally tested for survival on 6-azauracil (250 mg/ml) containing
media (SD –Ura). No sensitivity under those conditions was observed unless
specified in the text or figures.
Pol I Purification
Either RPA190 or rpa190mutant alleles were expressed from a low copy CEN
plasmid (one to two copies/cell, pRS315 derivative) in a strain carrying a chro-
mosomal deletion of RPA190 and a triple hemaggluttinin (HA)3-hexahistidine
(His)6 C-terminal epitope tag on the A135 subunit. Expression level of the
mutant alleles and assembly into stable A135/A190 subcomplexes were
verified by immunoprecipitation and western blot (data not shown). The cells
were grown in 25 L of YEPD until their growth rate started to slow and har-
vested immediately. The WT or mutant polymerase was purified using a three
step purification protocol (Ni-chelate, heparin Sepharose, and mono-Q) as
described in Schneider (2012).
In Vitro Activity Assays for Pol I Elongation and Pausing
The transcription elongation assay was performed as per Schneider (2012).
Each reaction contained 10 mCi a-32P GTP and unlabeled NTPs at the concen-
trations indicated in the text or figure legends.
Electron Microscopy
Electron microscopy of Miller chromatin spreads was performed and analyzed
as described previously (French et al., 2003).
Phenotypic Analysis of Chimeric RPO21/RPB1 Strains
Sequences encoding variants of the TL domains from RNA Pol I and III and or
bridge helixes from Pol I were cloned in place of the analogous region of
RPO21/RPB1 (RPO21 is official designation, for simplicity we have chosen to
useRPB1as is commonpractice) using in vivo gap repair or standardmolecular
techniques subsequent to PCR amplification. Plasmids were isolated, and the
sequences of the constructs were verified and then retransformed into yeast.
Plasmid shuffling permitted expression of the chimeric RPB1 alleles in a strain
carrying a chromosomal deletion ofRPB1. Phenotypic analyses of the resulting
strainswere performedexactly as described previously (Kaplan et al., 2012). To
control for expression of the chimeric Pol II complexes, Rpb1 levels relative
to Rpb3 were measured by western blot (Figures S4A–S4C). Because in-
creases in cellular levels of Rpb1 were detectable after plasmid shuffle for
chimera mutants, genetic analyses were performed with overexpression of
RPB1 on a 2 m (high copy) plasmid. Overexpression of Rpb1 from 2 m RPB1
wasdetermined to be equal to or greater than all rpb1 chimeramutants (Figures
S4B and S4C), whereas in vivo phenotypes of high copy RPB1 were much
weaker or dissimilar to those of rpb1 chimeras, arguing against excess rpb1
generically being responsible for observed chimera phenotypes.
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